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 Start C++, etc. The C++ application I have is the DLPortDevice Class library for using Port95NT. Please see below for the
code. Perform steps 1 and 2. I have a thread that keeps watch on the error state of the parallel port and communicates the port
status to a GUI window. I use the method GetPortErrorInfo() to communicate the port status. I have created the following C#

class library to control the parallel port from C#. This is basically the same code as the library for the DLPortDevice Class
library. I have not created a separate project for this code because I want to use the same code to both control the parallel port
from C++ and C#. The following is a quick look at the code.Q: Set an email as a default email address with regexp With the
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following regexp: /[\w+]{3}[\w+]@[\w+]{3}[\w+].(com)/ I can get an email like this: 13z12@yahoo.com I want to get it like
this: 13z12@yahoo.com (as it should be) But I don't know how to solve it in order to get it like this. I tried with this:

db->select('*'); $this->db->from('users'); $this->db->where('email', $email); $query = $this->db->get(); if
($query->num_rows() > 0) { echo 'Exists'; } else { $this->db->insert('users', array('email' => $email)); echo 'Success'; } ?> but I
only get the first column and the rest (the email) is blank. The column is named user_id. A: You can use CONCAT() to join an
additional string to the email, like so: CONCAT(..., @yahoo.com) Use it in your SELECT statement. To replace the yahoo.com

part, use the REPLACE 82157476af
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